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“Entrust has benefited greatly
from its software development
relationship with HiSC, a company
that has proven to be adaptable
to our evolving requirements, timely,
and has consistently produced high
quality work."
Kevin Simzer,
Vice President Engineering, Entrust Inc.
“HiSC delivers excellence by combining
its expertise in project management ,
applied technology and focus on the
practical use of the products and
capabilities. This team delivers.”
Alan Rottenberg,
Former Senior Vice President, Cognos, Inc.

Phone: 613 235.0220
Fax: 613 235.1295
Email: info@hisc.com
Visit: www.hisc.com

“From first-hand experience,
we can enthusiastically recommend
HiSC as a software development
expertise supplier to small and
medium-sized companies.”

Keeping Your
Code Compatible

Steve Denison,
CEO, SoftCapital

Contact us today to discuss how
we can apply our skillsets to best
augment your project team.
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HiSC offers a variety of
exacting compatibility checks
on demand, on call or on guard.
HiSC Multi-OS experience ...

HiSC Multi-benefits ...

HiSC is a multi-platform software team with
many years of experience testing and verifying
the compatibility of high performance code.

Shared objectives ...
- Once a client’s project objectives for both
performance and functionality have been
defined, they become our objectives.

We are test-fluent in a wide variety of today’s
most popular operating systems, including:
- Windows,
- Apple Macintosh (including Mac OS X),
- Unix/Linux.

We know software security ...

Testing 1... 2 ... 3 ...
While your product and code are being developed,
we can simultaneously design test plans from the
same set of spec sheets.
Over the years, we have become very experienced
in testing;
- desktop applications

So many variables ...
- We are experienced with Public Key Infrastructure,
Verisign certificates, SSL, PKCS-7 and PKCS-11.

- server-based applications

- We conduct S/MIME compatibility testing using different
operating systems, certificates, and email applications.

Part of our normal working procedure is to track, record
and inform the client of every bug.

We even make our own tools ...
- We have the ability to create our own testing tools
in order to enhance and automate the testing process
whenever possible.

API Testing...
- We often test APIs and can create automated test
applications for just that purpose.

- web-based applications
- different plug-ins and other components.

HiSC will keep on testing ...
Technology standards have proven to be ever-changing.
We can be your “early warning system” to guard your
product against these new demands. We can work with
you on either a pre-scheduled or on-call basis to ensure
your code stays robust and compatible.

From start to finish ...
- We can take your project from concept
to Golden Master CD with any amount of
supervision you specify.
Take advantage of our investment ...
- We will continue to acquire the latest hardware and
software in order to remain up-to-date and relevant.
Standing on guard for thee ...
- We can continue to check for compatibility
as platforms and programs evolve.
Backup, backup, backup ...
- We provide full resource redundancy (both
people and systems) to ensure minimal
interruptions and continuous service.
Special expertise ...
- We have extensive knowledge of the Mac OS X
and special access to professional Apple resources.
We have a large network of contract testers with
additional levels of expertise and skills ready
to enhance our team if needed.
Compatible teamwork ...
- We will work with your processes, keep within
your budget, and meet or exceed all your
pre-defined project expectations.

